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Abstract: Timely and effective post-disaster assessment is of significance for the

15

design of rescue plan, taking disaster mitigation measures and disaster analysis. Field

16

investigation and remote sensing methods are the common way to perform post-disaster

17

assessment, which are usually limited by dense cloud coverage, potential risk and tough

18

transportation etc. in the mountainous area. In this paper, we employ the 2017

19

catastrophic Xinmo landslide (Sichuan, China) to demonstrate the feasibility of using

20

spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data to perform timely and effective post-

21

disaster assessment. With C-band Sentinel-1 data, we propose to combine

22

interferometric coherence to recognize the stable area, which helps us successfully

23

identify landslide source area and boundaries in a space-based remote sensing way.

24

Complementarily, X-band TanDEM-X SAR data allow us to generate a precise pre-

25

failure high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM), which provides us the ability to

26

accurately estimate the depletion volume and accumulated volume of Xinmo landslide.

27

The results prove that spaceborne SAR can provide a quick, valuable and unique

28

assistance for post-disaster assessment of landslides from a space remote sensing way.
1
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At some conditions (bad weather, clouds, etc.) it can provide reliable alternative.

30
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1. Introduction

33

Xinmo landslide occurred at 5:38 a.m. on 24th June 2017 (local time) in Xinmo village,

34

Mao County, Sichuan Province in south-western China. In the early morning of that

35

day, 64 homes in Xinmo village were buried by the massive rock avalanche with 10

36

people killed and 73 missing (Meng et al. 2018). Even though the transportation to

37

Xinmo is tough and the landslide site is full of danger, the post-disaster assessment were

38

performed immediately by field investigation from experts, such as locating the source

39

area of the landslide, evaluating the possibility of reactivation or occurrence of new

40

events and estimating the volume of the deposit mass. All of these post-disaster

41

assessment work plays an important role in defining geometric features of the landslide

42

to perform effective mitigation measures, to plan emergency responses and to support

43

rescue tasks as well as for developing deeper analysis of the landslide (Andersson-

44

Sköld et al. 2013, Dai et al. 2002, Guzzetti et al. 1999).

45

Field investigation is the direct way to assess the landslide after the failure. However,

46

the damaged transportation, potential risk and weather condition usually limited the

47

field investigation by human. In addition, as the source area of Xinmo landslide was

48

located at high elevation, it is difficult for researchers to acquire information on the

49

head and the crown when arriving at the foot of the landslide (Fan et al. 2017). In this

50

regard, remote sensing is an effective way to provide comprehensive information for

51

post-disaster assessment, such as land-cover changes and fissure detection (e.g. Tsai et

52

al. 2010). Fan et al. (2017a) and Fan et al. (2017b) performed the disaster assessment

53

of Xinmo landslide based on remote sensing data including QuickBird, Pleiades-1 and

54

GF-2 images acquired several days after the landslide. In this case the optical remote

55

sensing data are prone to be affected by dense cloud coverage in the mountainous area

56

and usually only qualitative visual interpretation can be performed.

57

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has been developed into a powerful

58

earth observation technology to estimate the height of the Earth surface (Dai et al. 2016,
2
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Du et al. 2017, Ferretti et al. 1999, Gao et al. 2017, Neelmeijer et al. 2017) and detect

60

land deformation (Chen et al. 2016, Dai et al. 2015, Ge et al. 2014, Miller et al. 2015,

61

Van der Horst et al. 2018). InSAR presents a large number of features such as

62

independence of weather conditions, high accuracy and wide spatial coverage. Slope

63

activity displacements monitored by InSAR were widely studied during the last few

64

years (e.g. Cigna et al. 2013, Colesanti et al. 2006, Cascini et al. 2010, Frattini et al.

65

2018, Intrieri et al. 2017, Qu et al. 2016, Raspini et al. 2015, Shi et al. 2018, Tomás et

66

al. 2015). Due to the revisiting time of SAR acquisitions and the measuring object, the

67

ability of spaceborne InSAR to acquire useful information for prompt post-failure

68

assessment and rescue work remains to be exploited.

69

In this paper, we illustrate the utility and ability of spaceborne microwave SAR data to

70

perform post-disaster assessment of Xinmo landslide. Even though the landslide body

71

will loss coherence during the failure and cannot be measured by InSAR techniques,

72

we propose to use interferometric coherence analysis to recognize the stable area, which

73

is helpful for us to successfully identify landslide source area and boundaries with C-

74

band Sentinel-1 data. In addition, we used TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X data to acquire the

75

up-to-date high-resolution pre-failure digital elevation model (DEM). Compared with

76

the post-failure DEM derived from unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), the volume of

77

Xinmo landslide was derived, providing an accurate volume estimation. This case study

78

illustrates SAR data can provide valuable and unique information for the assistance of

79

timely and effective post-failure landslide assessment, complementing conventional in

80

situ techniques from a space remote sensing way. It can be used as an alternative if use

81

of the "conventional" methods is impossible.

82

2. Geological settings and data sets used in this study

83

2.1 Location and geological settings

84

The Xinmo village was located in a mountainous region of the western Sichuan

85

province, China (Fig. 1a), 200 km away from Chengdu (the capital city of Sichuan) and

86

70 km from Wenchuan (Fig. 2a). The area is located at the eastern margin of the

87

Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Zhao et al. 2018). This region is a very active seismic area in
3
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88

which three major earthquakes were recorded since 1930s, namely the 1933 Mw 7.3

89

Diexi earthquake, the 1976 Mw 6.7 Songpan-Pingwu earthquake and the 2008 Mw 7.9

90

Wenchuan earthquake. In the area, a North-West trending fault (i.e. Songpinggou Fault)

91

intersects the middle part of Xinmo landslide and the preexisting old landslide deposits

92

(Fig. 1b; (Hu et al. 2018)). Metamorphic sandstones, marbleized limestones and

93

phyllites belonging to the Weiguanqun formation of the Lower Permian (P1) period and

94

to the Bocigou (T1b) and the Zagunao (T2z) formations of the Triassic, as well as

95

Quaternary lacustrine (Q) and recent rock avalanches deposits, outcrop in the study area

96

(Fan et al. 2017).

97

The landslide was developed in a bedding-controlled high steep slope with an

98

altitude of 3470 m a.s.l. in which the strata and the aspect of the slope are practically

99

coincident. The slope is composed of interbedded metamorphic sandstone and thin slate

100

(T2z in Fig. 1b and 1c) with an attitude N 80ºW/47ºSW (Pei et al. 2018). It was placed

101

on the same site of a coseismic landslide triggered by the Mw 7.3 Diexi earthquake in

102

1933 (Scaringi et al. 2018). The well-exposed Xinmo village section was about 11 m

103

thick and mostly composed of grayish clay, silty clay and clayey silt with massive

104

structure and horizontal bedding (Jiang et al. 2014). The mean annual temperature at

105

Mao County is 11.2 °C and the mean annual precipitation is 490.7 mm, with 70–90%

106

of the precipitation falling from June to September (Jiang et al. 2014). The detailed

107

geological settings were already presented by several previous papers (Dong et al. 2017,

108

Fan et al. 2017a, Fan et al. 2017b, Intrieri et al. 2017, Qiu et al. 2017, Su et al. 2017,

109

Wang et al. 2017).

4
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111

Fig. 1 (a) Location of the study area; (b) Geological map of the study region; (c) Geological

112

cross section of the Xinmo landslide (based on Fan et al. 2017b)

5
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114

Fig. 2 (a) Location of Xinmo landslide. (b) Pre-failure image of Xinmo landslide from Google

115

earth. (c) The Feima F1000 UAV used in this study. (d) Post-failure UAV image of Xinmo

116

landslide.

117

The landslide body with maximal length and width of 2700 and 110 m respectively

118

fully buried the Xinmo village (Fig. 2d). The preliminary results suggest that the

119

landslide was triggered by the failure of a rock mass, which had already been weakened

120

by the Mw 7.3 Diexi earthquake in 1933 (Fan et al. 2017b). Under several strong

121

seismic activities, the rock mass was damaged due to the discordant deformation from

122

existing different lithology (Pei et al. 2018). Weathering of the rock mass also played

123

an important role in the potential fracturing of the rock mass (Hu et al. 2018), causing

124

the existing cracks wider and "weaker". In addition, the failure time of this landslide

125

(24th, June) was in the begging of the rainy season, after one week of continuous

126

rainfall. Therefore, multi-factors including the several major earthquakes, the rock mass

127

weathering, the long-term effect of gravity and rainfall, contributed to the mass failure,

128

resulting in death of more than 80 people.
6
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130

Table 1 lists all the data used in this study, in which the dashed line denotes the failure

131

time of Xinmo landslide (i.e. 24th June 2017). The pre-failure and post-failure SAR data

132

were acquired by ESA’s (European Space Agency) Sentinel-1A satellite in ascending

133

orbit. The Sentinel-1 satellite operates day and night performing C-band synthetic

134

aperture radar imaging, providing us imagery regardless of the weather with a wide

135

coverage (250×250 km) and a short repeat cycle (6 days for the constellation, 12 days

136

for a single satellite) (ESA 2014). It should be noted that the image 20170624 was

137

acquired just 13 hours after the landslide as the first post-failure SAR image.

138

The TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X SAR image covering Xinmo area was acquired on 07

139

February 2017 by the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellites from German Aerospace

140

Center (DLR), which could be used to acquire the high-resolution pre-failure DEM.

141

TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X is the first bistatic SAR mission, formed by adding a second,

142

almost identical spacecraft (i.e. TanDEM-X) to TerraSAR-X and flying the two

143

satellites in a closely controlled formation with typical distances between 250 and 500

144

m (DLR 2010).

145

Table 1 SAR and UAV data used in this study near the failure time of Xinmo landslide (denoted

146

by dashed line below).
Data Types

Source

Pre-failure

2.2 Data used in this study

20170207

SAR data

TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X

20170612

SAR data

Sentinel-1A

Post-failure

129

Acquisition Date

20170624

SAR data

Sentinel-1A

20170626

UAV image

by SKLGP

147

UAV surveying is a time-saving, effective and safe way for obtaining DEM in

148

mountainous areas compared with other traditional land survey. In the last few years,

149

aerial photogrammetry by UAV has been widely used in landslide investigation. This

150

technique allows to extract timely topography data and map landslide displacements
7
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151

with multi-temporal aerial and UAV photograph (e.g. Lucieer, et al. 2014; Fernández et

152

al. 2017; Del Soldato et al. 2018; Rossi et al. 2018). As fast as we can, two days after

153

the landslide (i.e. on 26th June, 2017), the UAV image was acquired by the State Key

154

Laboratory of Geohazard Prevention and Geoenviroment Protection (SKLGP) based in

155

Chengdu University of Technology (China). The aircraft used in this study was the

156

Feima Intelligent Aerial Survey System F1000 (Fig. 2c) from Feima Robotics Company.

157

The maximum duration of one flight is 1.5 hour with a takeoff weight of 3.2 kg. The

158

post-failure photos were acquired with a Sony α5100 digital camera and E20MM-F2.8

159

lens aboard this UAV, in which the landslide boundary and the whole buried Xinmo

160

village can be easily identified (Fig. 2d).

161

3. Methodology

162

3.1 Coherence analysis

163

SAR image pairs, acquired before and after events such as landslides, earthquakes or

164

volcanoes, would lose coherence to some degree due to the ‘big’ movement during the

165

event. With pre-failure and post-failure SAR images, theoretically the landslide body

166

will lose coherence and cannot be measured by InSAR (Colesanti et al. 2006). In some

167

case such interferometric pair are regarded as useless pair because the area with

168

movement are totally decoherent and the movement cannot be measured. Furthermore,

169

apart from big movements, several other factors would cause decoherent, such as

170

vegetation on the slope. It means that decoherence information cannot perfectly

171

delineate the boundary of landslide.

172

On the other hand, the area without movement will keep coherence during the time span

173

of the interferometric pair. In other words, the area with good coherence must imply the

174

stability of this area (no big movement). Based on this characteristic, we can use

175

interferometric pairs spanning the event time (i.e. images acquired before and after

176

landslide) to map the landslide boundary.

177

The correlation coefficient ( γ ) at a pixel can be calculated within a selected m×n pixels

178

window (e.g. 5×5 has been used in this study) according to next equation (Hanssen

179

2000),
8
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m

180

n

∑∑ M (i, j ) ⊗ S (i, j )

(1)

=i 1 =j 1

γ=
m

n

m

n

∑∑ M (i, j ) ∑∑ N (i, j )

=i 1 =j 1

2

2

=i 1 =j 1

181

M(i,j) and S(i,j) are the complex value on the pixel (i,j) at master and slave image,

182

respectively. ⊗ denotes conjugate multiplication. After the filter processing, in the

183

interferograms the pixels with correlation coefficient less than a threshold will be

184

masked out and only the pixels with high correlation coefficient will be kept. Thus we

185

can derive the area with high coherence, which can be regarded as stable area. This

186

whole flowchart was shown in Fig. 3 Coherence analysis.

187
188

Fig. 3 The summary figure and explanation on the methodology from a landslide final user’s

189

point of view.

190

3.2 Volume analysis

191

The landslide volume estimation is a necessary work to define geometrical features of

192

the landslide, to plan suitable emergency responses and to support rescue tasks. The

193

landslide accumulation volume is usually estimated by some empirical statistical model
9
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194

(e.g. Fan et al. 2012, Fiorucci et al. 2011) using the affected area and the thickness

195

information with coarse accuracy. With the fast development of survey technique, the

196

precise post-failure DEM can be easily acquired through UAV photogrammetry. How

197

to acquire the accurate and up-to-date pre-failure DEM was the key to perform a precise

198

volume estimation. The commonly wide used DEM in Sichuan is the SRTM with 30 m

199

spatial resolution and less than 15 m vertical accuracy, which cannot meet the

200

requirement for precise volume estimation.

201

In this study, we acquired the pre-failure DEM by means of InSAR with the TanDEM-

202

X data, which was acquired four months before the landslide. Considering the low

203

coherence and high topographic gradients in the mountainous area, the re-flattening

204

iterative method (Dai et al. 2016) was used to acquire a high accuracy DEM. The

205

flowchart of this method is shown in Fig. 4, and the details were presented as following.

206
207

Fig. 4 Flowchart of re-flattening iterative method (Dai et al. 2016) for DEM generation.

208

The TanDEM-X data described in section 2.2 were acquired in coregistered single-look

209

slant-range complex (CoSSC) format. After preprocessing, two images in Single Look

210

Complex (SLC) format were acquired, in which the image from TerraSAR-X satellite

211

was called TSX master SLC and the image from TanDEM-X satellite was called TDX

212

slave SLC. With precise orbit information, ‘flat effect’ was removed from the

213

interferograms generated by the coregistration and interference between the two SLCs.

214

In the first iteration, the external DEM such as SRTM data could be used to remove the

215

topographic effect to acquire differential interferogram. The flat and topographic effect
10
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were added back to unwrapped differential interferogram which was generated after

217

filtering and phase unwrapping processing. The phase at this stage will be converted to

218

height with the precise orbit estimation. After geocoding, the DEM product will be

219

generated and used to re-flatten the original interferograms, and the processing will be

220

performed again to get the 2nd DEM product until no topography dependent residual

221

fringe is observed in the re-flattened differential interferogram. The details of this

222

method could be found on (Dai et al. 2016).

223

With the pre-failure TanDEM-X DEM and post-failure UAV DEM, the landslide

224

volume map can be acquired. As shown in Fig. 3 volume analysis, based on this volume

225

map then we can derive the volume of landslide depletion and accumulation zones, as

226

well as the spatial distribution of the soil thickness.

11
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4. Identify landslide source area and boundaries assisted with InSAR

228
229

Fig. 5 Timeline of each acquisition after the failure of Xinmo landslide. (a) Pre-failure optical

230

satellite image and two potential source areas were inferred; Google earth image of potential
12
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231

source areas 1#(b) and 2# (c); (d) on-site photo taken on 2017/06/24 16:07; (e) Sentinel-1 SAR

232

image acquired on 2017/06/24 19:08.

233

After the failure of Xinmo landslide on 2017/06/24 05:38, the whole Xinmo village was

234

buried under the landslide mass. The immediate post-disaster assessment is of

235

paramount importance to guide the rescue operation, not only for rescuing the buried

236

people, but also for ensuring the live safety of rescue workers. Based on the archived

237

satellite optical remote sensing data, two potential source areas were recognized (Fig.

238

5a, 5b and 5c). The difference of the source area would have big effect on the

239

preliminary volume estimation and secondary collapse evaluation. The relevant experts

240

went to Xinmo immediately and on-site photos were acquired on 2017/06/24 16:07 (Fig.

241

5d). However, in this case due to the dense cloud weather condition and steep terrain,

242

the source area could not be identified by on-site investigation or UAV to evaluate the

243

possibility of occurrence of a potential secondary collapse.

244

Fortunately, one SAR image was acquired by Sentinel-1 with ascending orbit on

245

2017/06/24 19:08. With one pre-failure Sentinel-1 acquisition on 2017/06/12, the

246

interferogram 20170612-20170624 was generated with about one hour processing time

247

and the low coherence pixels (i.e. those with a coherence lower than 0.5) were masked

248

out (Fig. 6a). The areas with interferometric phase (i.e. area with high coherence) were

249

regarded as stable areas because they can keep coherence during the failure of landslide.

250

Buildings and the river near Xinmo village were marked with orange polygon and blue

251

polygon, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, the location of the accumulated mass was

252

known according to the news and field investigation. Even though the displacements of

253

the landslide body cannot be measured by InSAR due to the ‘big’ movement magnitude,

254

based on the location of the stable area and accumulated mass, the source area (zone of

255

depletion) can be inferred and marked with green dash circle, respectively (Fig. 6). It

256

can be concluded that the source area were not from the highest part of this big slope

257

(potential source area 1# in Fig. 5a and 5b), while it is from the potential source area

258

2# in Fig. 5a and 5c (green dash circle in Fig. 6).

259

From the stable area in this interferogram, the left and right boundaries of the landslide

260

accumulated material could be constrained by the stable areas, which play an important

261

role in the early recognition of the landslide boundaries. On 26 June 2017, two days
13
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262

after the failure, the UAV image was acquired, shown in Fig. 7 with simple

263

interpretation including the actual source area, landslide body, the river and buildings.

264

An area at the zone of accumulation (black rectangle area in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7a) was

265

zoomed in Fig. 7b and 7c. We can deduce from Fig. 7b that the inferred landslide

266

boundary (red dash line) would close to the stable area and covered the pond as there

267

was no pond found on site. For the comparison purpose, the interpretation result of the

268

same area from UAV was shown in Fig. 7c. It is clear that the actual boundary line (red

269

line) are in the same location between stable area and the buried pond, which shows a

270

good agreement between InSAR coherence analysis and the actual situation.

271

Therefore, from this case we can see that the first Sentinel-1 interferogram (acquired

272

13 hours after the failure), together with its corresponding coherence maps, not only

273

helped us identify the source area of this massive landslide, but also assisted with

274

mapping the landslide boundary (COMET 2017), proving that InSAR could be an

275

effective and alternative way to perform timely and precise post disaster assessment

276

under some specific tough condition (e.g. cloudy weather condition and steep terrain).
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277
278

Fig. 6 Interferogram 20170612-20170624 with coherence analysis. Black rectangle area was

279

enlarged shown in Fig.7b. The red dashed arrow and the red cross indicate the potential run-out

280

trajectory of the landslide and the potential source area, which can be excluded by coherence

281

analysis.
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282
283

Fig. 7 (a) UAV image with simple interpretation of source area and landslide boundary; (b)

284

landslide boundary inferred from InSAR coherence analysis; (c) actual landslide boundary from

285

UAV image.
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286

5. Landslide volume estimation and discussion

287
288

Fig. 8 Elevation change map of Xinmo landslide derived from the pre-failure TanDEM-X DEM

289

and the post-failure UAV DEM. Positive and negative values mean the accumulation volume

290

and depletion volume, respectively.

291

Comparing the pre-failure TanDEM-X DEM and post-failure UAV DEM, the elevation

292

change map of Xinmo landslide was calculated (Fig. 8). The areas with negative volume

293

were regarded as the zone of depletion, which can be subdivided into two parts. The

294

first part was the main source of this landslide, located in the top of the slope with a

295

maximum depth of 80 m. Below the main source, there was a scraping area as a part of

296

the zone of depletion with a maximum depth of 24 m. Based on the elevation change
17
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map, the total volume of depletion area was estimated to 4.26×106 m3. The areas with

298

positive volume were regarded as the accumulation zone, and the total accumulation

299

volume was estimated to 13.25 × 106. The thickest part was in the right of the

300

accumulation body with a maximum thickness of about 30 m. The Xinmo village was

301

fully buried by the deposition with an average thick of 10 m.

302

It is worth mentioning that for areas with a slope greater than 20%, TanDEM-X DEM

303

have a relative vertical accuracy of 4 m (eoPortal Directory 2014), and the accuracy of

304

UAV DEM was estimated to 4 m. Therefore, according to the law of error propagation,

305

the final depletion volume and accumulation volume were estimated to 4.26±0.12×106

306

and 13.25±0.56×106, respectively.

307

The calculated volumes suggest that the source area was relative small compared to the

308

accumulated deposits. In fact, it is known that when a rockslide mass disintegrates and

309

fragments in the process of becoming a rock avalanche, an initial volume increase

310

ranging from 7 to 26% occurs (Hungr and Evans 2004). In Xinmo landslide the volume

311

of loose soils placed in the accumulation zone is about three times larger (i.e. higher

312

than 300%) than the depletion volume. The reason for this additional volume increase

313

is that the high kinematic energy reached by the slid mass during the event struck,

314

entrained and remobilized the old landslide deposits located in the middle and lower

315

parts of the Xinmo slope increasing the volume of mobilized loose material (Bai et al.

316

2018, Fan et al, 2017b, Hu et al. 2018, Ouyang et al. 2017, Pei et al. 2018, Su et al.

317

2017, Wang et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2018)

318

After the Xinmo landslide, several organizations and researches estimated the volume

319

of the landslide with different methods. The details of their methods and the estimated

320

volume results are shown in Table 2. About 10 hours after the Xinmo landslides, Land

321

and Resources Department of Sichuan Province on behalf of the government stated that

322

the accumulation volume of this landslide reached up to 18 million m3 (The central

323

people's government of China, 2017), which was estimated according to the preliminary

324

estimation by the experts. Two months later, Fan et al. (2017a) revealed that the

325

accumulation volume was 7.7±1.46×106 by comparing the pre-failure DEM acquired

326

by aerial photogrammetry in 2013 and the post-DEM derived from UAV-1 data. Ouyang

327

et al. (2017) estimated the volume of depletion area with the topographic map and UAV18
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328

2 data, revealing that the total depletion volume (including the entrained superficial

329

mass in the track) was 5.08×106 m3. With the same data as Ouyang et al. (2017), Bai et

330

al. (2018) estimated the depletion volume (including the erosion and sliding areas) and

331

accumulation area as 6.3×106 m3 and 6.4×106 m3. By using the average thickness and

332

coverage information, Fan et al. (2017b) estimated both the depletion volume and

333

accumulation volume (including the accumulations in the track), which were estimated

334

to be 4.3×106 m3 and quantified in about 13±1 million m3, respectively. Wang et al.

335

2017, Su et al. 2017, Hu et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2018, Pei et al. 2018 estimated the

336

volume of this landslide successively. Unfortunately, the details of the calculation of

337

volumes were not explained. All of the mentioned work were listed in the Table 2.

338

Compared with these previous work, the SAR image used to acquire the DEM was

339

acquired on 07 February 2017 (4 months before the landslide), which has much better

340

timeliness than the previous work. Both of the depletion volume and accumulation

341

volume were accurately estimated from each pixel, guaranteeing the reliability of our

342

results, which is consistent with the result from Fan et al. (2017b). The advanced

343

TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellite, which was designed to estimate the height of earth

344

surface, provides us a space-based remote sensing way to acquire the accurate pre-

345

failure DEM.

346

Table 2 The depletion and accumulation volumes estimated by other researches and their data

347

source
Depletion

Accumulation

volume (m3)

volume (m3)

\

18×106

Fan et al. (2017a)

\

7.7±1.46×106

Ouyang et al. (2017)

5.08×106

\

Fan et al. (2017b)

4.3×106

13±1×106

References
Government
department[b]

19

Data source[a] and vertical accuracy
Preliminary estimation by experts

Pre: from aerial photo in 2013 (3m)
Post: from UAV-1[c] (3m)
Pre: topographic map
Post: from UAV-2[d]
Pre:1:10000 topographic map[e]
Post: from UAV-3[f]
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Based on field investigation and

Wang et al. (2017)

5.2×106

18.0×106

Su et al. (2017)

3.0×106

8.0×106

Bai et al. (2018)

6.3×106

6.4×106

Hu et al. (2018)

3.0×106

10.0×106

Not specified

Zhao et al. (2018)

4.46 ×106

\

Not specified

Pei et al. (2018)

4.3×106

13×106

DEM comparison without details.

This study

4.26±0.12×

13.25±0.56×

106

106

DEM comparison.
DTM comparison without details
Pre: topographic map
Post: from UAV-2

Pre: from TanDEM-X (4m)
Post: from UAV-3 (4m)

348
349
350
351
352
353
354

Note: [a] Pre-failure DEM (Pre) and Post-failure DEM (Post). [b] Released by Land and
Resources Department of Sichuan Province (The central people's government of China
2017). [c] UAV-1 data was acquired on 25 June by Sichuan Bureau of Surveying, Mapping and

355

6. Conclusion

356

In this paper, we illustrate a methodology to perform post-disaster assessment with

357

spaceborne SAR data, instead of field investigation or conventional optical remote

358

sensing. By means of the coherence analysis we proposed, the landslide source area and

359

boundaries could be identified with Sentinel-1 satellite data. Compared with UAV

360

interpretation, the result is efficient and reliable under tough cloud weather and steep

361

terrain condition, which increases the personnel safety and efficiency for prompt post-

362

disaster assessment.

363

The advanced TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellite was designed to acquire the accurate

364

DEM, which provides us a space-based remote sensing way to acquire pre-failure DEM

365

covering landslide site. The SAR data acquired on 07 February 2017 was used to derive

366

the pre-failure DEM in this study, which was the up-to-date accurate DEM before the

Geo-information. [d] UAV-2 was performed by the Sichuan Geomatics Center. [e] The map was
prepared using stereo images of Cartosat-1 (2.5 m resolution) recorded in 2006 and of Pleiades
(0.7 m) recorded in 2013. [f] UAV3 data was acquired on June 26th, 2017 with the use of a
F1000 UAV by SKLGP.
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367

landslide, which means it would have better accuracy than the DEM derived from

368

topographic map or aerial photo several years ago. With the TanDEM-X pre-failure

369

DEM and post-failure DEM, the elevation variations map was derived, in which the

370

mean source, scraping area and accumulation area can be clearly identified. The volume

371

of the depletion volume and accumulation volume were estimated as 4.26±0.12×106

372

and 13.25±0.56×106, respectively, which is consistent with the latest published work

373

(Fan et al. 2017b).

374

Therefore, it was proved that spaceborne SAR could provide us a new space-based

375

remote sensing way to assess landslide disasters. As an alternative and effective method,

376

spaceborne SAR interferometry has the potential of playing an important role in the

377

post-disaster assessment in the future.

378
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